Conformational Sampling of a Biomolecular Rugged Energy Landscape.
The protein structure refinement using conformational sampling is important in hitherto protein studies. In this paper, we examined the protein structure refinement by means of potential energy minimization using immune computing as a method of sampling conformations. The method was tested on the x-ray structure and 30 decoys of the mutant of [Leu]Enkephalin, a paradigmatic example of the biomolecular multiple-minima problem. In order to score the refined conformations, we used a standard potential energy function with the OPLSAA force field. The effectiveness of the search was assessed using a variety of methods. The robustness of sampling was checked by the energy yield function which measures quantitatively the number of the peptide decoys residing in an energetic funnel. Furthermore, the potential energy-dependent Pareto fronts were calculated to elucidate dissimilarities between peptide conformations and the native state as observed by x-ray crystallography. Our results showed that the probed potential energy landscape of [Leu]Enkephalin is self-similar on different metric scales and that the local potential energy minima of the peptide decoys are metastable, thus they can be refined to conformations whose potential energy is decreased by approximately 250 kJ/mol.